The Hitching Post
On behalf of the Anderson Public Library
HAPPY NEW YEAR!!!!!!
May 2022 be filled with good health and
happiness! Thank you for allowing us to
serve you!!!

Forty-five percent of Americans make
New Year’s resolutions. The top
resolutions are: to lose weight, get
organized, to spend less and save
more, to stay fit and healthy, and to
quit smoking. While nearly half of all
Americans make resolutions, 25
percent of them give up on their
resolutions by the second week of
January.
todayslifeonline.com

With a library you are free, not
confined by temporary political
climates. It is the most democratic of
institutions because no one – but no
one at all – can tell you what to read
and when and how.
Doris Lessing
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Def "Snirt"

Snow mixed with dirt.

2022

Happy New Year
Babylonian Style
The ancient Babylonians are said to have
been the first people to make New Year’s
resolutions, some 4,000 years ago. They
were also the first to hold recorded
celebrations in honor of the new year—
though for them the year began not in
January but in mid-March, when the crops
were planted.
history.com

Anderson Public Library
Monday - Thursday 9 a.m. - 8 p.m.
Friday, 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Saturday, 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Sunday - Closed

The library has Windows Personal Computers available for use by library members.
These computers can be used to access the internet, write a paper or resume, check
email, print documents and more.
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The Resourceful
Pack-Rat
r
Want to stay warm
this winter?
Obviously, taking a hot shower or, better
yet, a hot bath will raise your body
temperature. But try not draining the tub
afterwards for a while. The hot water will
insulate your home, not to mention
humidify the dry air.

If you want to stay warm, avoid
caffeinated beverages and nicotine, as
they actually cause your vessels to
constrict, which limits blood flow.

The Bear Facts

"Some of the smallest brown bears are found in
the Pyrenees, which divide France and Spain,
and in the regions of Trentino and Abruzzo in
Italy. Based on observations, adult females here
weigh about 165 pounds. By comparison, in
southern Alaska adult females range from
around 400 to 700 pounds."
"Bears can easily travel ten to twelve miles in a
night."

"Brown bears--especially those found in Alaska,
have long claws, sometimes up to four inches"

bestlifeonline.com

Laugh Lines

"Even though they walk on all fours, they use their
front and hind paws differently, so they leave two
types of tracks."

Q: What did the dog musher
say when he got lost?

"Typically, a bear's hind paw print is about as
long as a men's size 10 shoe."

A: “I’ve sled us astray.”

"Bears very rarely even snap a twig as they move
through the forest, unless they want to announce
their presence."

Q: Why does it take longer to
build a blonde snowman?

"Bear cubs learn to catch salmon that are already
injured, and they like to pick at dead and
decomposing fish, delighting in the worms that
have started to eat away at the carcasses."

A: You have to hollow out
the head.

Q: Who is a penguin's favorite
family member?

"The typical life expectancy of a brown bear in the
wild is around twenty years. By contrast, bears in
captivity have been known to live for more than
forty years."

A: Aunt Arctica!

“Picnic baskets may be delicious
on the lips, but they're a lifetime
on the hips!”
Yogi Bear

This little, brown book is packed full of very cool information
about bears. It is now on my list of books to read when I'm in
the mood for a wild and wooly nonfiction !!! Give it a try!

"On Being a Bear" by Remy Marion, is
available at the Anderson Public Library

Simple Supper
"Rustic Farmhouse Slow Cooker"
By: Alli Kelley
Creator of Longbourn Farm
Regarding this recipe...
On our farm, we raise bees along with
our other animals. This means we
always have a delicious stock of honey
just waiting to be used in recipes like
this one! The flavors in this dish are
perfectly opposite, spicy and sweet,
which makes it taste amazing.
I love adding the frozen green beans at
the very end--it simplifies dinner that
much more, and they are easy to keep
on hand. Who doesn't appreciate an
easy meal that already includes a
veggie?
"Rustic Farmhouse Slow Cooker" is available
at the Anderson Public Library.

Went grocery shopping
on an empty stomach
and now I’m the proud
owner of Aisle 5.

I've read hundreds of cookbooks.
Most of those cookbooks don't even
tell you how to get a steak ready, how
to bake biscuits or an apple pie.
Colonel Sanders

Slow Cooker
Dump-And-Go Honey Garlic
Chicken and Green Beans

Ingredients:
1/2 tsp salt
1/4 tsp red pepper flakes
5 cloves garlic, minced
1/2 cup honey
1 tbsp soy sauce
3 tbsp cornstarch
1 1/2 cups chicken broth
5-6 boneless, skinless chicken breasts
3 sprigs thyme
2 cups frozen green beans

Instructions:
Whisk together the salt, red pepper
flakes, garlic, honey, soy sauce,
cornstarch and chicken broth in the
slow cooker. Place the chicken breasts
in the liquid mixture in the slow
cooker. Add the thyme on top of the
chicken.
Cook on high for 3 hours or low for 7
hours. Add the green beans to the
slow cooker on top of the chicken.
Cook for an additional 30 minutes on
high or 1 hour on low.
Yield 4-6 Servings

Snow Kidding!!!!!
Snow is NOT white. It's actually
translucent. It's the light reflecting
off it that makes it appear white.
Japanese macaques, also know as ‘snow
monkeys’ have been observed making
and playing with balls of snow. Young
macaques appear to enjoy stealing each
others snowballs, then battling to
retrieve them.
It takes roughly an hour for a flake to
leave its cloud and reach the ground.
Snowflakes can fall at a speed anywhere
between a leisurely 1.5 mph to 9 mph,
depending on the environmental
conditions in the air as they drop.
bbcearth.com

Chionophobia is the
fear of snow.
There are a number of factors
that can trigger an avalanche,
but noise isn’t one of them.
Snow is a great insulator
because it is comprised of 90
to 95 percent trapped air.
One of the determining
factors in the shape of
individual snowflakes is the
air temperature around it.
For instance, at 28 F, long,
thin needle-like ice crystals
form, while 23 F will lead to
very flat plate-like crystals.

Vacation Time!!!!

Feeling adventurous? Below is an advertisement for an impressive igloo hotel!
In Norway’s Alta lies the Sorrisniva Igloo Hotel. It’s the Northernmost ice hotel in the world
and is designed to impress with ice sculptures by international artists.
The reindeer fur blankets and sleeping bags are especially suitable for cold temperatures as
low as -22 ° Fahrenheit so that you sleep cozily despite the ice beds.
There are 26 bedrooms in total and four decorated suites. It takes around five weeks to
construct the hotel and each year they take on a theme such as Vikings, Nordic Legends, and
Wildlife of the Alta Valley, to give the place an atmospheric ambiance.
Take a motor or dog sled tour and discover the impressive color play of the Northern Lights.
The ice hotel also has an impressive ice chapel in which lovers can say ‘I do.’
Trivago.com
By the way, for the low, low price of $430 per night, you can enjoy this unique experience!!!!

Draw A Line From The Term To The Correct Definition
Gave You The First One!!!
Barchan

Shallow, bowl-shaped hollows formed by irregular
patches of intense sunlight.

Corn snow

Also called snow pellets. Similar to hail, but
is smaller and less dense.

Dendrite

A type of snowflake that is much longer than
it is wide.

Finger drift

A windstorm that is not accompanied by
snowfall, but which reduces visibility by lifting
existing snow from the ground.

Firn

A horseshoe-shaped snowdrift.

Graupel

Coarse, granular wet snow formed by cycles
of melting and refreezing.

Ground blizzard

Irregular grooves and ridges in snow
caused by the wind.

Hoarfrost

Snow that is more than a year old, but that has not
yet consolidated into ice.

Needle

A type of snowflake that has six points. This is
the archetypal “snowflake” shape.

Pillow drift

A wide, deep snowdrift across a roadway.

Sastrugi

Frost that resembles spiky hairs. This type of frost
gets its name from the word “hoar,” which means
“ancient,” because it resembles an old man’s bushy,
white beard.

Sun cups

A narrow snowdrift across a roadway. So named
because several of them together resemble the
fingers on a hand.
www.farmersalmanac.com
Answers On Following Page

Barchan

A horseshoe-shaped snowdrift.
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Corn snow

Coarse, granular wet snow formed by cycles
of melting and refreezing.

Dendrite

A type of snowflake that has six points. This is
the archetypal “snowflake” shape.

Finger drift

A narrow snowdrift across a roadway. So named
because several of them together resemble the
fingers on a hand.

Firn

Snow that is more than a year old, but that has not
yet consolidated into ice.

Graupel

Also called snow pellets. Similar to hail, but
is smaller and less dense.

Ground blizzard

A windstorm that is not accompanied by
snowfall, but which reduces visibility by lifting
existing snow from the ground.

Hoarfrost

Frost that resembles spiky hairs. This type of frost
gets its name from the word “hoar,” which means
“ancient,” because it resembles an old man’s bushy,
white beard.

Needle

A type of snowflake that is much longer than it is wide.

Pillow drift

A wide, deep snowdrift across a roadway.

Sastrugi

Irregular grooves and ridges in snow
caused by the wind.

Sun cups

Shallow, bowl-shaped hollows formed by irregular
patches of intense sunlight.

Mark Your Calendars!!!!
January 20th is Penguin Awareness Day!!

The following fun facts will increase your penguin awareness!!!
All 17 species of penguins are found exclusively in the Southern Hemisphere.

Emperor Penguins are the tallest species, standing nearly 4 feet tall. The smallest is
the Little Blue Penguin, which is only about 16 inches.
The fastest species is the Gentoo Penguin, which can reach swimming speeds up to 22 mph.
A penguin's striking coloring is a matter of camouflage; from above, its black
back blends into the murky depths of the ocean. From below, its white belly is
hidden against the bright surface.

Penguins ingest a lot of seawater while hunting for fish, but a special gland behind their
eyes—the supraorbital gland—filters out the saltwater from their blood stream. Penguins
excrete it through their beaks, or by sneezing.
Unlike most birds—which lose and replace a few feathers at a time—penguins molt all at
once, spending two or three weeks land-bound as they undergo what is called the
catastrophic molt.

It varies by species, but many penguins will mate with the same member of the
opposite sex season after season.
Similarly, most species are also loyal to their exact nesting site, often returning to the
same rookery in which they were born.
Some species create nests for their eggs out of pebbles and loose feathers.
Emperor Penguins are an exception: They incubate a single egg each breeding
season on the top of their feet. Under a loose fold of skin is a featherless area
with a concentration of blood vessels that keeps the egg warm.
In some species, it is the male penguin which incubates the eggs while females
leave to hunt for weeks at a time. Because of this, pudgy males—with enough
fat storage to survive weeks without eating—are most desirable.
Penguin parents—both male and female—care for their young for several months
until the chicks are strong enough to hunt for food on their own.
If a female Emperor Penguin's baby dies, she will often "kidnap" an unrelated chick.
Because they aren't used to danger from animals on solid ground, wild penguins exhibit
www.mentalfloss.com
no particular fear of human tourists.

Song For the New Year
By: Jesse Stuart

If you've ever noticed chunks of
mushrooms lying on tree branches, it's
likely a local squirrel's "mushroom
processing factory." Squirrels,
particularly red squirrels, hang up
mushrooms to dry before the cold
weather sets in...it stores better with this
drying method. It ends up creating a kind
of jerky (like beef jerky except with
mushrooms) that can weather the winter
much longer than a fresh mushroom. And
mushroom jerky cuts down on the risk of
larvae or nematodes infecting the food
they have stored for winter.

"Winter strips her soul bare to welcome the
newborn cries of spring."
Angie Weiland-Crosby

Hard knuckles of the wind knock on my door.
The clock strikes twelve.
Another year has ended.
I stop my work with papers on the floor
And put away the books that have befriended
Me on this evening before the fire.
Time at my heels has never brought me fears.
Someday, Time will catch me.
I shall retire
Since mortal flesh cannot outlast the years.
Time cannot make me tremble like the leaf
When I look at the empty nights and stare;
Midnight is lonely and is filled with grief.
Out there tonight are ghosts of yesteryear.
High in the midnight sky the bright stars glisten
While I begin my New Year with a song,
A melody to make the people listen!
It will be positive
It will be strong.

Welcome to
Caterpillar
Campground
Have you ever gazed up at a big tree in the winter and sighed at just how sad, lonely
and...well, dead....it looks? If so, here is some news that will lift your downcast spirit.
Turns out that many species of moths spend the winter in the caterpillar stage. They
munch like crazy on the green leaves in late fall and are finished feeding when the
leaves turn brown (at this point they are a little over half grown). This is when the
vacation begins. They settle into the nooks and crannies of the tree bark or just hang
out on a branch for the entire winter. When the temps drop below freezing, they rely
on glycerin, the same chemical that we use to make car antifreeze, to keep their cells
from bursting! So, you see, those sad, bare trees are actually winter campgrounds just
brimming with life! It's not all great news for these campers though because
nuthatches, chickadees, titmice and some woodpecker species love to spice up their
winter diet with some tasty little insects. Perhaps the "campground" needs to invest in
some signs to warn their campers about these snowbirds!
The Nature of Oaks by Douglas W. Tallamy
Available at the Anderson Public Library

